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News Briefs
Smith settles out-grcourt
for "miniscule" amount
MANCHESTER, Maine (AP) —
Samantha Smith's mother said
Wednesday she won a relatively
"miniscule" monetary award in a settlement of her lawsuits stemming
from the 1985 plane crash that killed
her daughter and husband.
Jane Smith said the out-of-court
emsta••••••••••••

There are a few spaces available for
eligible •students to move into

enito

•

This is a Cooperative Living Unit where students work
collectively to Complete all hall fun-COW-i.e. cooking,
cIeaning
ONLY present Orono campus residents, indOisikel
transfers. or waiting rated students admitted to
housing are eligible.
fOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT THE SOUTH CAMPUS OFFICE
YORK 4411., 581-4503
7.•
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me secure" financially, but not
enough for a hoped-for endowment
to sustain the peace foundation that
she established in her daughter's
memory.
The payment is "a miniscule
amount compared to the original
suit," said Smith, whose two
lawsuits sought a total of S90 million
in damages.
While declining to specy the sum
of the settlement, Smith said-she had
hoped to receive between $3 Million
iflithon in'ordertinfrOvide a

_
permanent Source of funds for ibe
Samantha Smith Foundation, which
sponsors exchange visits between
youngsters.
o
n eied
heicarec
etitahndsaiAd mser
sim
Sos
Smith
traction of that" and that the group
would need to cOntinue 'soliciting
donations to meet this year's budget
of more than $31k,4.tro.
"I'll be able to gise some money
Ito the foundation) .. but it's not goIII
set us up fur
Samantha made a highly publiCized peace mission to the Soviet Union
in 1983. She was returning from
England with her father. Arthur, on
Aug. 25, 1985, when their Bar Harbor Airways plane crashed on its approach to the fog-shrouded AuburnLewiston Municipal Airport. Six
°then aboard _the Ow Ow were

killed.

-Syracuse
---- mourned by
SN'RACUSF, N.Y.(AP) — Bearing sorrow and anger, relatives of
Syracuse University students killed in
the explosion of Pan Am Flight 10,)
urged people on Wednesday to preaS
for changes that would present a
similar tragedy.
More than a dozen family
members talked about the Dee. n
disaster at a news conference held
hours before a memorial strs ice was
held at the Carner Dome.
"Grief is horrible__ every once in
a while you look at that bottle_of
ng pills ... and say 11e*, wily
not takc the vihok thing arid knOck
it off perminektly," said Daniel
Cohen, of Port Jervis, N.Y.

•

victims

Cohen and his. wife. Susan, lost
their only child. Theodora, a drama
major who was returning from a
semester studying in London along
with 34 other students enrolled in the
Syracuse program. The plane crashed in Lockerbie, Scotland. killing alf
9aeb7id &wll residents of the
259
s11ag
Some family members tx‘ed of
anger toward the airline. the U.S.
government and the terrorists.
"They're pigs. AE4 if we landau!
who they are, they really shol-rriot
" Peter towenstein. of
,.'be
Morristown. N.J.,„ said of those who
planted the bomb.

Augusta Mental Health.

_to-be:4Thoettigatect77,-Consider the Naval Reserve Ofz.
ficers' Training Corps Scholarship Program at the University
of Maine

AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) — A _. _ nag,
parkei who has,the Sup legislative mrIuttee best yea will,
port of: Gov.. n Joins McKernan,
begin an investigations
- hit0fitinU ---- deapite call; for resignation. "I look

mg problems at the state-runAugusta---forward-io putting the facts out."
Mental Health Institute, the parith •
The committee will also ask former
chairmen said Wednesday
Mental Health Commissioner:
Susan B. Parker, whoise department-,
administers-the 343-bod bitsiatig,lad
she will cooperate fully_s_with the
Human Resources Committee.

-

"I have no intention other than to
ancwer the 0,iiemions put in front of
Earn a NAVY OR MARINE OFFICER commission through the
NAVAL R.O.T.C. College PROGRAM at the University Campus
in Orono. Good possibilities exist for two & three-year
scholarships through the College Program. Upon graduation.
step into an exciting career as a commissioned officer in
the US. Nan,or Marine Corps.

tot further information contact
1 Commanding Officer.
NROTC Unit
• I
Structemeyer House
I 378 College Avenue
I Orono, Maine 04469
or teiephone
(207) 581-1551

Name
Street Address
City/State
Zip Code

AMH1 Superintendent William
, Dannueiler to testify at the hearing
-next week, said Rep. Peter J. Manning, co-chairman of the panel. Manning, D-Portland, said he had not
confirmed a hearing date with other
members as of
committee
4nr,Aav.

Redefinition ofdrug paraphernalia
sought by legislators
CONCORD, 141.Py --Legislation to change the definition
of drug paraphernalia would help
dose down busses that setl objects
they claim are for other, legitimate
uses, two Nashua senators said
Wednesday..
The bill would insert the phrase
"traditionally intended for use" into state statutes describing drug kits
and paraphernalia. Sens. Mary
Nalson and Thomas Magee told the
Senate Judiciary Committee the
change will make it easier for police
to enforce laws against them.

Opponents claimes the hill was too
vague and could make common
110Wbo1d items, such as food scales
,_and'Inirrors, illegal, but supporters
said police would use their discretion
in enforcing the law.
''We need to begin attacking these
problems," Nelson said.
"The drug industy has become so
adept at beating us in the courts."
-To suggest that police will go out
and arrest a lady with a mirror in her
pocketbook is farfetched." said
Concord Police Sgt. James
McGonigle

-
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African artifacts donated to UMaine
Hudson Museum receives
25 piecesestimated to be
worth $75,000 to $80,000
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by Andy Bean
Staff Writer

'These are truly representations of
traditional African craftsmanship and
art rather than `airport' art turned out
The Hudson Museum at the Univer- in mass quantity primarily as tourist
sity of Maine has received a donation of items." he said.
their V'1'
Rothschild
25 1tfrican -a.-tif--ts worth .,'-et-4-een
was to give the artifacts ,to a teaching
S75,000 and $80,000 from Robert and
museum to encourage other gifts.
Maurine Rothschild Of New York City
and Dark Harbor, Maine.
The Rothschilds said, "Such artifacts
helppsople understand civilizations and
The traditional pieces of wood, shell
cultures beyond their own."
and ivory that date from the late 19th
Emerick said, "The works connect
and early 20th centuries were on loan to
viewers with the people who made them.
the muse= six months prior to the
People don't like to feel isolated in time.
donation.
This is a comforting link with the
The donation is the second in two
past.',
years from the Rothchilds. The first was
The Rothschilds believe it is imporcollection of 13 pre-Hispanic, Mextant to have well-represented collections
ican, and Central and South American
for people idso
—Fisire lirtiit.ed access to.
--artifacts that was donated in 1987. museums, Emerick
"The Rothschilds have taken an inThey began collecting the artifacts in
terest in this museum and in our African the mid-1950s, long before African art
collection in particularri!--said Richard became commercialized. The pieces
Emerick, director of theHudson were collected_ Ant only for their
Museum.
simplicity and lisauty, but for their im"(The collection) was small to begin, portance in the-world of art and their
but now we have significant additions influence on such movements as cubism.
in quality and quanity," he said.
"The ultimate achievement of
The Rothchilds are knowledg0ble primitive art is the very simple form,"
collectors, Emerick said. —Such tradi- Mr. Rothschild said.
tional pieces are becoming increasingly
The African artifacts are on display
West AMea,Ii.k the
"Iron Hor-_,c and Rider," aa artifact
hard to acquire because of the flood of on the second floor of the Maine Center
from the Batabarro Karam village ja., =ASAP
tourist pieces,
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- -Overnight
On Tueiday, February 7,-1_989-,-elecilons will be held for
positions in both Student Government and ROC (formerly MB).
To be eligible for your
name appear on the
ballot for Student.
- Government president
and Vice President, all
you need is 75 1.1Maine
student signatures.

UMAINE
STUDENT
GOVERNMENT

To be eligible for your
name appear on the
ballot for ROC President
and Vice President, all
you need is 50
signatures of resident
living on campus.

1
e,Studentaare In need of good leadership.
You can be an effective leader.
Sign up now. It can only benefit your future.

Stop by the Student Government Office, third floor of the Memorial Union and pick
papers. All nomination papers are due by 4 pm Jan. 30.
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Children return toschool after attack

„

STOCKTON, Calif. (AP) Children returned to class to confront
their fear's with help from psychologists
Wednesday, just one day after a gunman fascinated by toy soldiers killed five
youngsters at the school he attended ata boy.
Blood was washed from the pavement
overnight and bullet holes were patched at Cleveland Elementary School,
where experts said it was important that
pupils, mostly Lhildren. of Southeast
Asian refugees, deal with the trauma
immediately.
"I still feel upset, but I have to bring
my kid to see the teacher to let the
teacher know my kid's all right,”
Brom Lee said in broken English.
"Everybody's angry. Your kid tiaere,
you get angry too."
His daughter, 7-year-old Nary,_said
she was scared to return because "I sass
blood." Holding tightly to her
father's hand, she pointed to her kg and
said, "I saw somebody get shot right
bora_"

Police said Patrick Edward Purdv ,
wearing an olive-drab 'shirt bearing the
Iranian battle cry "Death to the Great
Satin (sic)," on Tuesday sprayed more
than 100 shots from an assault rifle, killfive youngsters ages Ito 9.and
wounding 30 other people.
A drifter who police said was either
24 or 26. Purdy killed himself with a
pistol shot to the head after the mute,
methodical attack during recess.
"Why he did this we may never
know,- said Capt. Dennis Perry.
"We can,only assume that some problem came up in this guy that made him
do it. Obviously, he had a military
hangup."
Carved into the stock of Purdy's rifin( was the word Hezbollah, Iranian for
-Party of God. Hezbollah is the name of
is Shiite Moslem faction in Lebanon.
Also carved into the rifle were the
words "freedom" and "victor."
Perry said the man, in the days
leading up to the bloodbath, lived in- a
motel room where officers found a

casino
concerts

S16,50__
All Seats

Thursday

Jan.

RESERVED

26

.08tcy
1
oli‘e drab cloth on
an
and
tered about
which were drawn "three snarling-type
faces."
Records indicate that a Patrick Edward Purdy attended Cleveland Elementary through third grade, from 1%9 to
1973, said district spokesperson John
.Klose.
As police pieced together his past.
psychologists met with the children as
they returned to class today.
Volunteers, some speaking Cambodian or Laotian, were expected to act as
translators.
Bouquets were placed atop the school
sign on the lawn, and five red roses were

laid at its base. Across the straa
9-foot paper sign read,"Racists Are Ugly - Let's Stop Them."
Perry said the only contact his department had with Purdy before Tuesday
was in 1986, when his mother called to
complain that he and his half brother
had vandalized her car after she refused demands for drug money.
Purdy had a long police record, most
of it in the Los Angeles area, Perry said.
Charges involved prostitution, marijuana, manufacture or sale of an illegal
weapon, receiving stolen property and
rubbery, authorities said.
Perry said he served jail time in at
least the last two cases.
**4'
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Patrick Purdy lived in
a `fantasy world
LODI, Calif. (AP) - A broken including the word "Heth011ah," the
home, a history of childhood drinking name of a pro-Iranian Shiite Moslem
and a•criminal record- Might have been faction in Lebanon.
•'What the significance of that 15 I do
warnings. But authorities said Wednesnot
know," said Stockton Police
day they may never know why Patrick
Purdy attacked a schoolyard full of Capt. Dennintoirry on Wednesday."He
obv iously had a military- hangup of.
children with an assault rifle.
some
kind.
as
worked
often
who
Purdy, a loner
"It
suggests that Wu guy may have
counthe
around
travels
his
in
a welder
try, apparently lived in a bizarre fantass had delusions of grandeur about
world involving the military and the Iran." he said.
.
Perry said Purdy was arrested in CoS
Middle East.
When he slipped onto the Cleveland Angeles in 1980 on charges involving
Elementary School grounds shortly prostitution. in 1982 by Los Angeles
before noon Tuesday, he was wearing. County sherifrs deputies on a maria flak jacket and an olive drab T-shirt „juana case, in 1983 in Beverly Hills for _
with the words "Death to the Great manufacture or sale of an illegal
Satin" - not Satan - on the back and weapon, in 1983 by Los Angeles
"PLO," "Libya" and "Earthman" deputies for receiving stolen property
and in Woodland. about 50 miles north
also written on it.
In a room at the El Rancho Motel, of here, on a robbery charge.
where he lived in Abe,weeksicading up _ Perry did not know-thethsposition of-- to the ro.‘smore, police founc Vihnitt IXh some of those cases, but said Purdy
plastic toy soldiers, a broken .22-caliber served jail time in the last two cases.Julia Chumbley, Purdy's 63-year-old
rifle and an olive drab cloth bearing
drawings of "three snarling-type faces" grandmother, figures Purdy's motive
and the words "V for victory" and "F died with him when he took hill010111 life
101 firedom "
His weapons bore similar markings,

SUNDAY WORSHIP
11 AM

Li
DRUMMOND CHAPEL :—
3rd FLOOR, MEN. UNION
A Ministry of the
Churches of Maisel..

-Methodist
Churelr-United -00211111a
.-r
-Lutheran
-Presbyterian
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MAINE CENTER FOR THE ARTS'

TOM CHITTICK. Campus Minister 866-4227

University of Maine,Orono
For Tickets & Information call 207/581-1755
Phone orders 9:30 - 4:30 weekdays.
Box Office window open 10-3 weekdays
VISMIASTERCARD

Sport:gored by:
The Wilson Center. 67 College Ave.
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Assimilation hard for some Palestinians
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Prejudice and alienation get in the way of progress
by Kathleen Christison
ThekChristian Science Monitor

church of mosque groups and Palestinian social clubs that help maintain a
distinct ethnic identity.
For the minority who VI to
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. — Hazem
assimilate, the reason is sometimes exMonsour is an American.
its:Mc cultural iditaintiOti. ivlwuln
He is also an Palestinian.
Born in the West Bank village of Dier (not his real name), a Los Angeles physiDibwan when Palestine was undmthe cian, soci."---A only with other Pstestinians and sends his children home to the
British mandate, Mr. Monsour has been
an American citizen since birth. He has West Bank for schooling during what he
lived in this country for more than 30 calls the "dangerous" early teenage
years. He worries that his son, now a
years.
His lather was an American citizen high schooi senior here, will make too
many American friends.
who lived alternately in his native Dier
"This is what is going to change his
Dibwan and the United States. He
mentality
and make him do against his
teenager.
as
a
here
brought Hazem
"This is my home. This is my coun- father," Ibrahim says.
For others, the alienation is political,
try." says the younger Monsour, who
owns a jewlery store in Albuquerque. arising out of a strong sense of PalestiHe also serves as a deputy with a local- nian nationalism combined with a
reserve sheriff's force, and often goes by cynicism about the US and its support
for Israel. True alienation is not the
the American name Mike.
, He is , nevertheWil "-proud of his norm, however. Few Palestinians are
happy with US policy in the Middle
Palestinian identity.
Monsour speaks throughout the US East, and few are not Palestinian nafor thc Palestinian cause, particularly tienttliSt5.. But most have been able to insince his arrest by Israeli authorities dur- tegrate themselves easily into American
ing a 1984 visit to his mother in Deir society.
Hazem Monsour things of himself as
Dibwan.
Despite a three-week imprisonment, an American first. Others juggle their
identities differently, considering
the Israelis never brought charges.
The incident reminded Monsour themselves Palestinians first but still
dramatically that he is a Palestinian. "I loyal Americans.
"Just by being here," says "Rafiq"
felt nationalism more so than at any
(not his real name), a San Francisco
other time in my life," he says.
Monsour's dual love for America and grocer,"we mix, we pay taxes, we speak
his original homeland is typical of the the languqge, we vote. We are taking
vast majority of Palestinians in this part in the social culture — in social
country. They number somewhere bet- aspects that do not negate the fact that
we are Palestinians first."
ween 150.000 and 250,000.
Palestinian Americans — of Whatever
The degree of assimilation among
Palestinians varies widely, but there degree - of loyalty — express almost
seems to be little variation in the degree universal disappointment with the US
of their Palestinian consciousness.
attitude toward them and the ArabMonsour sees no contradiction in Israeli situation. Many have experienc- being at once-loyal to -the US andn ad- ed:prejudice.--Esse Sackllah, a restaurateur ir.
vocatc for a foreian cause.
Houston, born in the US of Palestinian
Most Palestinian Americans have
ents, says he was often hassled grow-migrated since Israel occupied the West
Bank and Gaza in 1967. They tend ihg up in Dearborn, Mich. "We were
deliberately to maintain a Palestinian always called the sand niggers or the
camel jockeys, that sort of thing. But
political consciousness.
- - Those Palestinians who immigratect—TGod blesses me with a lot of size," he
particularly those who camesays, smiling. '''So 1 didn't have much
before 1948, seem to be better trouble,"
For others, the prejudice has been
assimilated and somewhat less political.
But they tend to be active in PalPstintan subtle — a tendency on the part of the
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carer I EXHIBITION

Best of Show
First Place, Color
$25 First Place, Black and White
Any UM/University College
faculty or staff member
phorapher.
who is an amateur.

ENTRIES DOE: Fridiy, February 3 before 4p.m.
to the Director's Office,
Memorial Union.
Coomet tW Dlowiw's Office, tieswitl Uoiwt
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Houston restaurateur Ems Sada* was bora lithe US of Palestianas paresis.
He is a Christian.
Anglo-Saxon Americans Ilett VD allow
Whidreverr
--- their Znappointment
others to join in fully.
politically or culturally, the Inas-US
the
Muhammad Busailah, a retired jority of Palestinian Americans are acReynolds Tobacco executive -311--toe tive in the political system at least to the
Angeles who has lived in the US for 31 extent that they vote, seemingly in
years, says,"When I came here, I came higher numbers than their non-Arab
fellow citizens.
to be an American."
Jesse Jackson's candidacy this year
But he finds himself categorized as an
interest among
Arab. "I'm a veteran, I vote, I served sparked a great deal of
his support for
of
because
on juries, but I'm not accepted by the Palestinians
state.
Palestinian
the
society."
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ESCAPE THE COLD

yir
77,

IT'S HOT AT TUB
•

Wild and crazy people fo help program fun student
astartaleusiest like:
E&Y;--erte
competitions
dances
films
comedy
If you'd like to: be in on decision making, gain
impedance in advertising, booking acts, and leadership; while
mestiss interesting people and having a great time, then....
Come to ear NEW MEMBERS MEETING on Wednesday,
January.7.3 at 6:30 p.m., siga-ap at ogee of oat TUB
blosibp TAU,at tbe follow-Mg taeattates-:• Memorial(Mies: January 19, 20, 23, 24 & 23
• Dieing Commossr(Yort a Stedder - Jaaaaryll
& Wells, Stewart, & Hilltop - January 24)
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investigation leads to MM. Engineering
that Libya is one of Israel's
F R.ANKFURT,West Germany(AP) ovgrall West German involvement, •Pfatikfurt area alone had a role in ting out
enemies.
dangerous
most
the Libyan plant.
tintit
Prosecutors slid Wednesday they -while a local prosecutor tbf southern.
Minister Shimon Pekes
Finance
Israeli
proisi-•
the
opened
authorities
"Our
have opened a criminal investigation in- City of Offenburg is investigating the
take up the matter with
to
expected
was
of
because
Friday
on
I.B.I.
against
Imhausen-Chemie company. U.S. of-to L B.I. Engineering, a company U.S.
suspicion of reported violations qf ex- Chancellor Hchnut Kohl when he begins
ficials allege that imhausen also was a
officials accused of helping build a
port laws," Frankfurt prosecutOt a four-day visit to Bonn today..
major paricipant in the Libyan project.
suspected Libyan chemical weapons
_lecher! Schroer' told the Associated- — The- Merck chemical company on
West Garaany'.s All.r.) •television
plant.
Press in a telephone ioterview Wedato- - Tuesday notified government officials it
estimated that 50 companies in the
Federal officials already are probing
day. He did not say Why the investea- had shipped 19 tons of a chemical solvent to Libya last year, adding that the
tion was not announced earlier.
Weil:lithe Buck
may have been the suspected
destination
Schroers declined to provide further•
plant in Rabta.
gas
poison
visits For$25 and I
information about the investigation of
has regular business dealings
Merck
Buy Anothir 110 Visits I
the now-defunct company owned by with Libya, most involving small
TANNING CVO
For Only 120
Iraqi businessman lhsan Barbouti, who deliveries of chemicals and medicines to
Tian ;i
coordinated thc Libyan plant
reportedly
hospitals and universities, said company
,Sartetati cerbittOUrr'
Come See
A Good
construction.
Hans-Joachim Schmitt.
spokesperson
Tetnnlng Center Should Be
1.8.1. allegedly provided the contracts
NEW HOURS:'Mon-Fri 8/CM 9PM *Sat
same day, Helmut Bannann,
the
On
to the West German companies.
8A14.5PM *Sun I IAM 5PM
head of the local branch of the rhenus
Earlier today in Munich, prosecutors
BANGOFt'S PREMIER TANNING CENTER
company in Cologne.
transportation
miaow SQUARE MALL • 6511 HOGAN ROAD • BANGOR
said they have begun a criminal inentered into contracts
had
his
firm
said
(Bound McDonald st
vestigation of a Bavarian firm that a
1986,
1987, and 1988 to
in
with
I.B.I.
I07)042 9212 news magazine says helped Libya
Libya..
materials
to
deliser
develop the ability for in-fliglintfuelOther West German companies
ing of warplanes.
reportedly involved include the SalzgitMunich Prosecutor Heinz Stocker ter lnsustriebau company, which accorAlpha Omicron Pi
said the Intec Technical Trade and ding to Stern magszine made the plans
Sorority Rush
Logistic company was suspected of _for thefacility 60 miles south of Tripoli.
violating West Germany's export laws. Salzgitter Industriebau, which is fully.
He said the probe was Vcusing on owned by the West German gosernthugeguy um 19. 7700 pm
"(fuel) tank equiptrieutsem to ment, has denied pankipation.
whether
Vim& Cracken' Party
required
an export permit."
Libya
Also Tuesday, the Alfred Teyes comWaft Jae 23. 7:30 pla
have said some pany of Frankfurt told the AP that it
officials
Goverment
Vane ep to Wow'Party
West German companies with cortnec- had supplied 12.8 million worth of venlike al hot maw wad cookies
.tions
to the Libyan plant may have been tilation equipment to LB.I. 111.1986.
Iiidatalloy hot 25. 5.00 pm
participants. Three more comunwitting
Spokeperson'Gerd Sinreich said the
11RA 11101' Afrixicaa Party
panies were added to the growing list on company believed the material was to be
mew lam smog Wad wed wore
--Tuesday.
used faLaphartliaCetitiCill pleat in Hong
Libyan officials say the plant will Kong. Stasi- ilk/Print sayitthe
Al awaiseto
place in ex AOTT roofs in the beseeirre ot Penobscot
manufacture pharmaceuticals.
Come alone or briii a Inend
Kong plant was built to disguise West
Israeli leaders criticized German in• German involvement in the Libyan
Se hope to we you there
volvement in the Libyancoinplex. poin
facility.
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SPRING '89
FILM SERIES

-TUB'S

PEP?

in Hauck Auditorium
Janttary

February
Mad;

.to acquire knowledge in Human
_Relations,
Life Skills, and Development?

20 Coming to America
21. U2 Rattle & Hum
_
_
3 A Fish Called Wanda
44
25-

Young Guns
Cocktail

‘,

CrocortilP Dundee U

I

Die Hard

your-Communicatin and
Presentation Skills?

a

Saaascared by

Sunday Afternoon's in Neville
(FREE!!)
•1111C7:::
January
February

29

Looney Tune Festival (71:B)

5
12
,19
:24

The Caine Mutiny'
The Manchurian Candidate
From Here to Eternity'
- 7 pm Friday

—25

l-7p$sturday

...to be a PEER E-DUCATOR?
If you have the.PEP, obtain an application at the
Resedential Life-Office in EstabrookerHall.
Applications are -due Friday, January 20.

-,•-33 • Heavy 14Kal

2
g
16
23
30

A Tale of Two Cities'
The Wail (Pink Floyd)
Mr. Smith Goes to Washington'
The Bridge Over the River Kwai
His Girt Friday'

All Sunday *bows
Woe

1.11.911. Jur•Pr, -

baps at 2 psi la

101 Neville Nall

abort 4111.1 ow America co illrr‘orraanues herond

...to -call% MS as you expand your
knowledge
and skills while providing learning
opportunities for youi peers?

11•10•111

For more information
contact Sheri Cousins at ext. 4769

•
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Q: F_arty last semester I meet the
night with a guy sad be hasn't talked to
me since. School's back sad I cam', bear
the fact Mat this guy won't eves
acksowlege mt. I'm upset about it sad
don't know what to do. Any Slawsdoss? Junior, Female
A: Not every romantic interlude leads
to lifetime love, just as a single conversation does not establish long friendships. If this was someone you saw
regularly, you may want to ask him if
he is willing to talk about it. But in any
case, it may be more useful to rind so_
meone else.
Don't base your self-esteem on the
basis of this single casual encounter.
Q: Is it bonsai for a man, on occasloe, not to be able to get an erection
whik betas stimulated? Sophomore,
Female
A: Yes,Physical and emotional factors MAW interfere. A man who if overtired or overstressed is not at his best in
anything. Be usdersuuscling and patient.
Q: k it true that it is harder for a

401.111 to orgasm than men? Senior,
Male
A: I'm assuming you are referring to
sexual intercourse versus masturbation.
Although it may take a woman longer
iv become aroused, she tends to stay
aroused longer than a man. Awareness
and consideration of individual differences enhances lovemaking.
Most women need direct stimulation
of the clitoris. Intercourse is usually not the most effective way to get it. The
vagina is niten tno f2r frnrn the clitnris
for intercourse alone to provide stimulation for orgasm.
0:I have sever had sea with someone
of the same sex, but have ones admired
their bodies. Is this unusual?
Sophomore. Female
A: No, this is not unusual. All of us
can admire human bodies (both male
and female) with pleasure. A trip to the
art museum demonstrates that the
human body has great beauty. It would
be sad if one could see the beauty in only
half the people.
Q: Which is better la a penis — length
or width? Male, First-Year
A: You may have heard the quote
"It's not the size of the boat, but the
motion of the ocean." The vagina is
quite adept at accomodating to penis
size and many women actually prefer
stimulation around the clitoris and
vaginal opening to deep thrusting, which
some women may find painful. Pleasant
stimulation doesn't require a lage-pernis
(in width or length) and GUS 1101., be
achieved by hand or mouth.,The ski-of
a man's penisseems,* be more important in the *Jr romm thizi in Ow
bedroom—
Q: b itipumible to becobe ime=
aroused amillog Ms in mum
.•

under the influence of akoisor Male,
Junior
A: Most drugs, including alcohol,
numb sexual feelings and depress sexual
function unless in. very small amounts.
Akonoi may loosen inhibitions or tensions to make intimacy more approachable, but at the same time may
diminish physical awareness and make
orgasm unlikely. Many a party-goer has
been dismayed to find their performance

less than usual after an evening of heavy
drinking. For more information on
alcohol or other drugs, contact Dr.
Dana at Cutler Health Center, 581-4016.
Dr. Sandra L. Caron is Assistant
Profeas•ot of Family Relations in the
School of Human Deve!opment; she
teaches the Human Sexuality course.
Questionsfor Dr. Caron should be sent
directly to the Daily Maine Campus
Lord flail.

Will Be Holding Their
1st Meeting Tonight:
•1:00 p.m., Thurs.. Dec. 19
in the F.F.A. Room
in the Memorial Union
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Editorial
Civil rights
and wrongs
his is a large city on the southern coast of
Florida -which has been the focal point of
much attention this week, and for good
reason.
Miami has been the sight of the biggest rioting
;... the Unit-' °sates in —tr.: time as a white
policeman shot a black man who was unarmed on
a motorcycle Monday.
For such an event to happen on the legal observance of Martin Luther King Jr.'s Birthday is sad.
The masses of people in the predominately black
area of Overtown arose to protest, and on Tuesday, a motorist, apparently a white man, shot into
a crowd from his car.
Such senseless violence continued as an
Associated Press photographer's car was burned as
he was trying to take pictures of the scene.
During a time of the year when civil rights is
often brought to the forefront along with treatment of blacks, a uncontrollable displas' of
violence only goes to show just how far we have
to go.
Eddie Brown, a native of Miami and a wide
----receiver for the Cincinnati Benin& in town-for the
Super Bowl Sunday. was interviewed and said that
it was much tougher than when he grew up, as
things like the Boys' Club. which he was a part
of, are now gone.
A professional basketball game been the expansion Miami Heat and Phoeniirwas canceled
due to the rioting while armed police Officers
guarded the playing facility.
If we are to portray to the rest of the world a
nation of freedom and civilization, just how will
this conflict go toward that goal?
And, if all men were created equal, why do
these situations keep occuring? Maybe we have a
problem recognizing the idea behind celebrating
King's hbliday is not just a one day orsi_one week
type of deal.
it is something we should strive tn do.! year.
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Ah, winter break. Quite ai
I cringed; Widths I hadn't
concept. Quite a Fir time. That
gone to the "Shut up,You silly
is, I suppose it was quite a time
poke
dog" snout
soif you saved enough money to
prematurely.
go skiing at some resort with
It wasn't Pat on.the screen
$23 billion worth of snowany more. He hadlieriliTaien,
making equipment (which .
over by demons, or lossething.didn't).
The bland, but likeable man---Since.]didn't, I had 11-127
had vanished, and the imposter_
choice but to drag my
iMo
—PErhad-ileppidTaithir. the living room, turn on the
Instead of the silly little Tedtube, and make believe iliat
----dy Bear grin, there was a conJohn Holyoke
Otis and 1 were part of Morton \ descending sneer on his lace.
Downey, Jr.'s studio audience. Ning from the normally passive -He leaned forward toward
I'd holler and boo, and Otis
dog. I recognized it at once. it
Ben, and when he spoke. the
would bark and drool, and we L- iras Otis',-This-guy- is -11 Itral- - --words didn't have the warmth-1111161I-filleOld time. That is, untoyal-pain-in-the-buttlerkof his Wheel of Fortune pertil my dad came downstairs to
growl. She'd never been wrong, sona. They were icily cold, and
----find out why 1 had the TV on --but I figured it was just a ease Otis wens isurs frtIss3r a .the
so loud,and-zty I was abusing
of Mon Withdrawal.
:new Pak interrogated ber hero.
the dog;
f nettled back and took nay
Bert. I was told that since, our
first look at the alkiew.rag Ser. '"But,ten us the truth, Ben.
house is_.an old MC,we had to
jak Show. It didn't surprise nse.
You really don't have any idea
be careful because the noise we
The set was clearly designed
what you're doing on your
--were making was threatening
with Pat in mind: it was
show, do you?"
•
the structural integrity of the
nondescript. kind of boring,
Bert laughed that "You'rehomestead. He said something
but unpretentiously beige. Just
being-a -jerk-and-everybodyabout the resonant frequency
like Pat. it was nothing to hate,
knows-it" 'ARO. It conof our house being somehow
but nothing- you!
tinued, as Ptis-woot berserk,
related to Morton Downey, and
drool O'er, either.
snapping at the
to
we had no choice but to look
Pat brought on his
save Bert from the evil Pat.
for other, more quiet forms of
guest. Otis peeled back her tips,
"Really, when 1 was on your
entertainment.
smiling that distinct smile that
show, I practically had to run
I picked up the TV guide and
says, "Okay, now we're getting
things, didn't 1?" Pat pressed.
found a myriad of viewing
somewhere."
"You don't even know when to
pleasure available at 11:30 in
The guest was Bert Convy I
go to commercials."
the evening. I showed the guide
instantly understood why Otis
I'd heard enough I grabbed
to Otis, who instantly drooled
was . so happy. She had been
Otis by the cars, dragging her
on the listing for Pat Sajak's
despondent for-weeks after the
away from the carnage on the
new talk show.
cancellation of Tattle Takt.
set.
figured it was an omen, so
Then came the surprise:11ot
„After calming her dow and
I turned the channel.
started interviewing Bert, and
brushing my teeth, 1
'zed
As soon as I reached Pat's
was making • pretty good prowtiat Otis had been te mg me
show, I glanced at Otis to get
gress. He didn't. find -out
when she slobbered on he TV
the needed approval. I noticed
anything that would Make it in-, guide. It had been an omen. I
that my pooch's fur was stanto the Star, but was faring pret- just hadn't read it correctly.
ding on end, and I quickly.
ty well. Still, Otis began to
She'd been telling me that
brushed my hand against it to
growl again.
Pat's show wasn't worth dog
see if she'd been into my Dep
It was the "Uh-oh, drool.
gel again.
something-bad-is-going-to. She hadn't, and continued to
happen" growl. I quickly pokJohn Holyoke is a senior
stare at the TV. A throaty,
ed her in the snout, so I could
journalism major with the
barely audible growl was cornhear what Pat was saying.
world's only psychic dog.
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Letters to the editor
should be 300 words or.
• lest, and guest columns
about 450 words.In order
to verify thp validity of
letters, we nitist have a
name, address, and
telephone number.
Although The Daily
Maine Campus welcomes
anonymous letters, it will
not print them unless a
sped& arrangement - for
not ukin_s the name has
been Made with the
editor. -‘
The Daily Maine Campus reserves the right to
edit letters for length,
taste, and libel.

Got a problem? Have a
I(winch?
Write a letter to
baatryw •

I

• ••

The Daily Maine Campus,
Suite 7a Lord Hall.

Helping the homeless
To the editor:

for people in a homeless crisis
now, and prevention from this
I know on every campus condition in the future.
there are idealists, people who
Since 1982 I worked to open
have yet to have been battered a
shelter, to
combat
enough by realists so that they.--torricksiraess. la Stpiersibti
still do the impossible.
1986 it opened, and served 400
I am looking for such a _people. It closed September
group to help end hunger and 1986. I was the coordinator.
homelessness
I've been homeless myself,
If such a group were to sponsor me as a speaker, other than and am working on a paper for
expenses and a meal, all profits a journal that deals with rural
would go toward a re-opening homelessness.
a 24-hour shelter for the
People who stay awake when
homeless. The shelter would I speak, say I do a good job. I
provide refuge from the cold was going to say I've never

heard myself, but I was taped
in Atlanta, GA at the National
Womens Studies group's con
ference two years ago. I still can
not give you an objective opi."or: of •:hr. jot; dc, I would
like to share with you what it's
like being homeless. Perhaps
you can inspire_ a group on
campus to sponsor me.
One hardworking idealist can
help ,the homeless a lot. Let's
do the impossible!
Jan Lightfoot
Hinkley

_Ridesior the

handicapped
need. If you need assistance,
please do not hesitate to contact
at the Onward program.
Walking across campus we
have seen many people
Also, We people to help
difficulties with all the iceitad drive the van. It only takes
snow. This is a Pirticulary dir- abiiiii15:20 Minutes tut it a
ficuh time for people with a much needed and valuable sertemporary or permanent han- vice. Please consider volunteerdicap. To help these individuals- mg. Call us at 581-2320.
get around on campus, the Onward program in conjunction
Glen Burleigh
with Alpha Ph! Omega and
Emily Connolly
Gamma Sigma Sigma, provide
Laura S. Sternheim
transportation to RICCI this
-
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'Davis to speak
on child abuse
by Matt Lewis
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(continued from page 4)

Berke Broil-died

CLONING AROUND

Doonesbury

1

Laura Davis, author 0(0**st-seller
"The Courage To Heal", will direct a
four-day seminar on child sexual abuse
January 19-22 at the University of
Maine
lecturer of healing from child
abuse, Davis hopes to eduacate others
through the programs.
Offering advice to 'survivors Davis
says, "There is a way out...this is how
you pick up the pieces."
_ Beginning with a fret public lecture
on Thursday at Hauck auditoriuni,lhe
program includes a day-long workshop
for people working with adult sufferers.
A special workshop for women survivors is scheduled for January 21-22.
The seminar is sponsored by the
University of Maine's Office of Equal
Opportunity and is designed for professionals, doctors, nurses, counselors, and
psychiatrists.
Discussion of the healing procedures
and methods for working with survivors
will be provided.
Davis will also be available after the
lecture Thursday night to sign copies of
her book "The Courage To Heal: A
Guide For Women Survivors of Child
Sexual Abuse" from 8:45 to 9:30 pm in
she Hauck Auditorium lobby.

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

Tuesday in Stockton, IS mdes south of
• her home in Lodi in the farming-rich
San Joaquin Valley.
"I don't understand why and I probably won't ever know why." said
Chumbley,a retired cumery worker, in
a telephone interview.
An aunt, Julie Michael of Sandy,
Ore., said that despite being the product
-of a broken-home-and having a criminal
record and a history of childhood
alcoholisrri, Purdy did aot display I-laic
or other outward signs of impending -disaster.
"When he was *round bare,* acted
Tint" she said.
7
Chumblef-i
grandson who
also went by the alias Patrick Wei;14-had
-orgy a normal-interest in guns-BIM&
"All boys that age like guns," she
said.."it's normal for that age. isn't it?"
Purdy's father. Patrick Besuiunin
_I-Pittely;iitxxli cab company employee,
was strikk and killed by a car in
Septembet 1981. The death disturbed
the younger Purdy, but Chumbiy said
he seemed to hase recovered from the
loss.
As for why most of the victims were
Southeast Asian refugees, Chumbley
said,"As far as I know, he was not prejudiced. We're not a prejudiced
ly.
weren't raised that way."
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aduate students,Xouniharriaid.
A staff of five is available to help
students get oriented with the lab and
assist them with their questions. '
Resources available to students in
dude a video library, which is in the process of expansion, andsresources about •
internships and employers.
Counihan said the lab is in the process of being upgraded.
•'Wc have a lot here, but if we don't
has e information that a student needs,
well get it," she kaid.
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UMaine's Rachel Bos,seilioes for two of her game-high 30 points over Anent
Poole of Northossests. The Black Bears were defeated in o*ertime, 60-56.

Pr!wosition-42 gets
limited approval
(AP) — Despite a storm of gotta ball and to.otball teams," Rogue said
since its post* last wee,Proposition Wednesday in New Orleans. "We have
itH4CAltervie-thm—lhousands of them -enrotted -i4n this
would bar awarding athletic SCh011Or-.- school that are doing well in college.
ships to high snimui graduates who fail You cannot conclude that this Me does
to ireaCh minim-urn academic standaW damage to the poor and minorities. It
has at least a few supporters.
affects only a small percentage of them.
Grady Rogue, interim chancellor of. "I don't know if a basketball player
Louisiana State University said,"A stu- w ho doesn't,* a scholarshiplvill go to
dent who fails to obtain an athletic— college or not, but I do know if they
scholarshipis not deprived of a college want 104 they can."_
Cds-ICatiOnAili byre junior .collegmand
,A Met:: officials a: the University of
public colleges and universities that Colorado also are among the few who
educate thousands of poor and rninori- have come out publicly in favor of Proty students every year."
position 42.
Proposition MI, which went into efColorado faculty represelnitivefect three years ago, limits ath'ztic
. whose school voted
eligibility for freshmen to those who for Proposition 42, said, "I'd like to see
come into school with a 2.0 high school young people ready to come to a univeracademic average and a score of at least sity. The standards are minimal. They
700 on the Scholastic Aptitude Test or can go to community colleges to make
15 on the American College Test.
the grades and still play two years at a
Students able to meet only one of the Division 1 school.*Y-requirements still could enter school on
Georgetown basketball coadyfohn
an athletic scholarship, but a "partial Thompson brought national attention to
qualifier' would be ineligible for sports the issue by walking out of a game in
participation as freshmen and would protest of the new standards.
have only three years of eligibility re"i disagree wholeheartedly with
maining. Proposition 42, the new rule Thompson," Baughn said.
that would take effect Aug. I, 1990,
A handful of Colorado athletes, all
closes the "partial qualifier loophole in minorities, received scholarships under
_ _ proposition 48.
PropositionAll guidelines, and have
Many coaches, athletic directors and made satisfactory academic proadmirators have reacted angrily to treis,711aughn
"Sometimes you do have sueilienew rule, saying it is biased against
minorities. Others call Proposition 42, cesses," Baughn said. "It's not aimed
racist.
at blacks; it's to get people ready for colRogue's opinion is opposite that of lege."
"But.lm sititure thgse young peoLAU.basketball coach Dale Brown, who
has spoken in opposition to Proposition pie would not have been better off go42 since its pacsage last W'ecinesdayby a ing to a community college first."
Colorado basketball coach Torn
vote of 163-154 during the NCAA's naMiller says he "could live with'Protional convention at San Francisco.
"It seems a strange perspective that position 42 as long as schools arigiven
assume! that poor students and minori- enough time to prepare for it.ty students are only enrolled on basket- •-

ashamed (of the loss) and hold their
high.
Black Bears drop to 8-7 heads
"She(Poole)just went down and hit
the shot. I told Rachel just io stand up
straight.
I thought we had pulled it out,
by Dan Bustard
but that shot went in."
Staff Writer
The win upped NU's record to 7-9,
3-0
in the Seaboard Conference, while
A year ago, the University Of Maine
UMaine
dropped back to 8-7, 2-1 in the
was the beneficiary of a forfeit as Norconference,
and had their four-game
theastern University failed to make the
home winning streak stopped.
trip northward.
Bouchard led UMaine in the beginnThis time Northeastern definitely
showed up and took a 60-56 win in over- ing of the overtime, scoring,five points
time away from UMaine, overshadow - on MO free throWs and a threepoint play
in
a 30-point performance by after grabbing a loose ball in the paint.
Tracey Frenette hit a short jumper to
sophomore center Rachel Bouchard.
A frantic final minute aw the make the score 56-53,-UMaine, but an
Huskies with the lead but !scrappy Amy Malinaric(12Tioihte)tbree-pointer
defense allowed a Cathy laconeta drive quickly tied the score.
Frenette's next attempt missed at the
and an offensive outback by Bouchard
3:03
mark-, but Northeastern could not
give the- Black Bears a two-point lead.
capitalize,
missing two shots in close.
But Arlene Poole (14 points) scored
But after a critical UMaine turnover,
with :01 second left to tit the game at
48 and send it into overtime, when she Yvette Ford hit a driving jumper with
also hit the two clinching free throws. s :03 left-on-the shot clock to breakthe
Head Coach Trish Roberts, though, de.
After a Bouchard miss, Head Coach
was not disappointed.
Joy
Malchodi had . her Huskies call
"I was happy that we could keep up
with them," Roberts said. "Nor- timeout with 1:25 left in the game.
Charlene Blake missed, but another
theastern looked awesome on the films.
I told the girls that they should not be
(see NORTHEASTERN page 15)

Daily Maine Campus Athelete of the Week

-1r

1
This week's athlete of the week is UMaine men's
basketball player Amadou "Coco" Barry. In his last
five games Barry has averaged 12.7 points per game
and 8.5 rebounds per game. Even more impressive
is his shooting percentage which, over the lastfive
games is 79 percent. In those games he is 22 of 28
from the field.
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residents
on
campus

^

Come to our meetings:
the North Lown room, 2nd floor Union
every other Wednesday starling on:

call # 1760

Dote: Than* 1/19/89
•

Leadership Positions Available
President and Vice President of
ROC, a board of Student
Government make a great
contribution -fto this

(FAT ENTERTANNTNT

University. Run for either
-of-these PAID positions.

All are encouraged t'y run
for these offices no matter
- what your major may be. The
only prerequisite is that you
are a resident of this campus.

Maationemu sea
_es at err office, third floor Memorial Union, across from
Student Government.
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ngals offensive line a team strength
CINCINNATI(AP) — Quarterback said Buffalo coach Mary Levy, whose Coach Sam Wyche shuffle it repeatedFor instance, most of the offensive
Boomer Esiason doesn't get a close look team lost to Cincinnati in the AFC '1r. This year was much different, with
linemen got together Tuesday — the onat his offensive line's work until film championship game. "Their blocking just one major injury in the line —
a
ly afternoon off during Super Bowl
day.
schemes are not anything I haven't seen .torn knee ligament suffered in the last
week — to go fishing. Even Walter went
What he sees when the lights go out before, but the execute them well."
'regular season game by tackle Joe
hopping aboard the boat on
along,
astounds him.
Larry Roberts, a 49ers defensive end, Walter.
crutches.
"When you look at our end-zone offered this view; "What their offensive
The coaching staff also streamlines
"We're just all a bunch of fun-loving
films of the games, there are five-yard line intends to do is get a little move- the blocking schemes this year, with
happy-go-lucky. We have a good
guys.
holes," Esfison said. "I've never seen ment, turn you 90 lckey Woods or great success.
matter what we're doing,"
time
no
anything quite like that. We'd be nuts James Brooks sees an open area and
"We've got maybe five of six total
Montoya
said.
"We don't have a big ego
not to take advantage of it."
they hit the crack."
runs compared to where we had 15 to
problem
offensive line, so I think
on
the
The Bulge's have taken full advan"They want to just open up a little 22 last year," Walter said. "Out of
that's
for
us. And we genuinely
a
plus
tage of this season. They have the seam for the running block. Vt1Qe go- five or six runs, three of them areimpenjoy each other's company"
league's most dangerous offense — and ing to have to close down some of those ly the same thing It's just a-let
a Super Bowl appearance — largely gaps."
easier."
They wiii be trying to succeed where
because of the success of their massive
That simplicity also makes the
a string of others have failed.
linc.
•
linemen happy off the field. There are
The line is experienced and big, one
The Bengals were held under 100 no offensive line posters, no autograph
1(4276 to choose from — aN sublacts
of the best in the NFL. Two members yards rushing just once this season, by sessions and no nickname for the unit.
V.SarIMC CV COO1_
I ON O,. C•11000
are going to the Pro Bowl — tackle An- Phiidelphia in the second game. They They prefer just doing simple things
Toll IF
800-351-0222
0409 1..n•
thony Munoc and guard Max Pvlantoya. topped .200 yards eight times with a quietly together.
014,4774,M
The smallest member is center Bruce season high of 254 in their first playoff
ko:erski, who is 6-foot-4 and 275 game against Seattle. They_rushed for
pounds_ The best-known is Munoz, who 175 of their 249 net total yards against
Pas been chosen for eight consecutive-7BuffaloSCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FOR
P m Bowls and is considered one of the
Running the ball agrees with Bengal
STUDENTS WHO NEED
best cser at his position.
linemen, who are trying to live down to
he tx-st numerical measure of the their reputation as a "finesse" .passliric•s success this year is 169 — the blocking unit.
number of yards per game that the
"This is the untimate showcase in
Bengals averaged on the ground. With professional football," kozerski said. 2 Every Student is Eligible for Some Type of Financial Aid
,
hacked k key. Woods and James Brooks 'I.ast year the Redskins had that rookie
Regardless
Grades
of
or
Parental
Income.
taking athantage of those holes notic. running back (Tim Smith) run all those
Malays a data bank of over 200 000 listings of scholarships. teliciwships grants and I
ed hv Lsiason, the Bengals have the—yards (a Super Bowl record 204);
IlissoiLrepresentirsg over $10 bilkon w pnvate sector funding
NFL • s best running stack and a powesS! said something about their offensive lime
• Massy scholarshtps are given to students based on their academtc interests career
OWN,family heritage and place of residence
ful weapon for the Super Bowl.
as a whole. It shows they're lpower
• There's money evadable for students who have been newspaper corners, grocery
There is no secret to the Bengals' line. running team.
etc
cleats cd.s..errrioacs risio-smokeis
"Obviously, if we do the same thing,
MGM. Opponents can readily see what
• Results GUARANTEED
they're doing; stopping them is another it would say something about us. Some
teams around the league don't know;
thing.
For A Free Brochure
CALL
-'They'd a great lib of blocking," they think we're a finesse-type team."
ANYTIME
(800) 346-6401
The line was one of the Bengals' pro- I
blems in 1987, when injuries made

ESSAYS & REMUS

..

E
rFRE

-I

1MONEY FOR COLLEGE:.

S.

iGavett

(continued from page 1)
"Ali four of those documents sere
clearly public-records-and we feel what
is- being withheld is s public document," Cantrell
She also told the court, despite the
refusal by Chief Justice Vincent L.
McKusick to allow her to view the document, that its coments.ale jUlMaterial,
as far As disclosure is concerned, as long
as they comply with the statute.
"The release (of the document) may
result in-scandal OT piibfk embarrassment but it's our position that under the
scat e that's irrelevant. It's either a
pa)
-Cantrellsal
•
F.. aul ,Frinsko, ilpecial counsel for
the university, gave* vague description
of the document. ."-It is a settlement
agreement in the context of shat is to
occur in the future to resolve .the
dispute." he said.
Murphy made an initial request for
the information from UMainc--PrettidentDale Lick on Juls 5, 4988. In late
September, Gannett reieived the four
documents: a letter of resignation dated
June 25, 1988, a notice of reappointment dated June 26, 1986, ',,Okeither
notice of reappointment dated Jan, 28,
and a summary Of (4w:it's payroll,
Inthe payroll summarlAtk_noted
that S36,000 was given torsavett as a -lump sum payment which was eqiial to_
one year's salary. That money came
from President Lick's Discretionary
Fund which is comprised of private
donations.

/

'2CANCER
SOCIETY'

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

4

BELEINE IT OR NOT,11111.5
IS IN CLASS.
Excitement and adventure is the course descripnon. and Army ROTC is the name Its the one col
lege elective that builds your self confidence
develops your leadership potential and helps you
take on the challenges of command
Theres no obbgabon until your tumor year so
theral aoleasonatiuntry acot nu &mu ,

--‘

'if SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
Find out more about MIS 202, orienteering. or
MIS 102 Intro to the U.S. Army. Call 581-1125 or
stop by Room 114 in the Pleldhouse.
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UMaine track dnickc
well during break

4
- 1271 INn cATIIRDAYS
IN THE DEN !
Januar> 21

The Boyz
New England's
#1 Band
.4

Wierv• 25:

Opening Night with.

g te

-Cocktail" Theme Party
,entas,
•
If

January 28:

Cathy Stebbins
krdsne Musk. Alvaro $
"best solo Deiforrner of 1987'
February 4:

DAB - tosali16)11iiiff
Or-

Eciectoc Duo
of Me HigbeSt Cab'
Felonry Li

E toenence music of 1)2 !NS & Sonpie
Minos ?we
aPra a:

rnu

wren
April 15:

Theme Pady

The Dating Game
• Win a 14nner for two at area restaurants
Rieriary

T8
AprN 22:

Patty Laddn

Thai Ssc
•

AWN 1.

Rich McDuff'
* magic& inemorabie, Mad cao comic

00•01
r?loyirePuto arangwer
nom,- Oka
MP safes

a steam' *racist.
tilt-east & musician
A sumer. DeffOrmef

'aby 25

Aires
Recording Artist:
'Paul Strowe

Steve Demure
I.' Mir* aown seepnct is back on stage to
sfunn us once IOW

.* ease bar ulOrTI.O.
• Opel,Mein

Sizzling Saturdays*
Start at 9:00 p.m.

-

cessmasillsasnsawis by:

meters (1:06.05), as did Andy Favreau
in the 800 meters (2:01.24).
Several athletes peeformed well at the
Relays. Norman qualified for the
BU
While the students were home during
Indoor Track Championships
1C4A
the first two weeks—Or—January, the
22.68 second 200 meter dash as
with
his
University of Maine track teams comthe 400 meters in 50.45
winning
as
well
and
had
several,
peted in two meets
seconds.
strong performances.
Head Coach Jim Ballinger took his - John Kachmar won the 55 meter high
squads to the Dartmouth Relays and the hurdles in 8.14 seconds and set a perBeetoolUniversity Relays in preparation sonal record in the trials at 7.79 seconds,
for the strong meets they will :chime_ which also qualified him for the New
—England Championship meet.
in' this weekend.
Ken Levasseur and Debbie Cox both
The men will face some of the top
new PFts, with Levasseur winning the
set
track teams in New England Saturday
lb. weight throw at 49' 3", better
35
in the North Atlantic Conference Chamthan
his best by four feet. and Cox third
pionships, while the women enter the
3 4",
ip
the
20 lb. weight throw.*
New England TAC meet on Sunday.
tops by five feet.
Both meets are in Boston.
Dave Johnson was a double winner
For the men, three athletes will no
for
!Maine, taking firsts in the high
iongct be compriing.
Raiidy
jump
(6'4")and the triple jump(41'6").
Merchant will have surgery on his back
Brancely
won the high jump once
for a ruptured disk, while Paul Richardmore
with
a
of 5'5", with Michelle
leap
son and Andy McCrum left the team for
personal reasons, according to Mathieu fourth at 5'1".
Edette Williams garnered second
Ballinger.
in the 55-meter dash in a time of
place
On the positive side. Melissa Branceseconds,
while both of the men's
7.67
ly and Brenda Sheehan both won events
relay
teams
finished
third in the 4X400
in the Dartmouth Relays. Brancely capand
4X800
meter
relays.
tured the high jump(5'6")and Sheehan
Northeastern, one of the favorites in
won the long jump (17'3 3/4"). •
Sheehan was also second in the triple the NAC meet this Saturday, will conic
to Orono Jan. 28 to face the men's
jump with an effort of 33' 7 3/4".,
team.
They were originally also bringPat O'Malley sat a piesonalliiotd La
ing
their
women's team, but dropped
the 5000 meter run, finishing fifth in
14:54.1, 23 seconds better than his out of the meet.
The women will instead meet Bates
previous best.
Mike Norman placed fifth in the 500 College
by Dan Bustard
Staff Writer

The
Sense

4_1

1

Did you lose your Grandmother's part ring?
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ortheastern

Des

UMaine turnover 'had Roberts order
Carrie Goodhue to foul Darlene Strong,
who promptly missed the front end of
a oneand-one.
laconeta's bid on the drive fell short,
and Frenetic fouled Poole, who calmly
canned both free throws with :35 left on
the clock.
Dee Ellis, Bouchard and laconeta all
scramble_
failed to connect, and in the ensuing
—FiThe ball, a jump ball was
called with the possession arrow pornling toward Northeastern.
"We played 'strong for the first two
minutes of the overtime," Roberts
said, "but 1 feel that defense wai the dif•
ference in the game."
Roberts used a three-guard lineup for
a good part of the contest, and questioned herself afterwards.
"I used the three guards because Northeastern is a very quick team. Maybe
I should have put in shooters at the end,
like Jess Carpenter, but I decided to go
with the three guards."

ak

Andy Fareau
14).
ned well at the
tidied for the
'hampior.ships
Imeter dash as
neters in 50.45

I:ssmhh
et'er
and set a per.
7.79 seconds,
3 for the New
meet.
bbie Cox both
!ur winning the
49' 3", better
and Cox third
, at 35' 8 3'4",
double winner
is in the high
jump(41'6").
1th jump once
with Michelle

(continued from page 11)

The game did not start out quite as
exciting as the finish, as both teams hit
under 28 percent of the shots in the first
half(UMaine 27 percent, Northeastern
24)on their way to a 19-17 Husky lead.
The Black Bears missed their first five
shots, all inside, and NU did them one
better, missing their first six.
Bouchard broke the ice off a feed
from Goodhue after 2:3901 frustration,
but neither team displayed any kind of
shot-making ability throughout the first
half.
Only BOuchard (4-7 from the field)
could hit consistently, but the bell was
in her hands very infrequently. .
UMaine clid lead by.sit, 113,
- lAth
10:21 left in the first half, but baskets
by Shayna Sterrett and Poole cut the
lead to two.
Two Bouchard hoops helped get the
lead back to six, 17-11, but as in the
overtime period, when UMaine failed to
score in the last 3:43, the final 4:05 of
the first half was equally fruitless.
.
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has openings for:

wired second-

of the men's
d in the 4X400

Two Pfstepensists

.

'mg hew. &tops*

;he fasorites in
.day, will conic
ace the men's
thy also bringbut dropped

Contact Doug Vanderweide. 868-4204.

or leave a message at the
Daily Maine Campus

ad meet Bates

A Malinaric jumper gave Northeastern their halftime lead, but neither
team will mail a tape of these 20-minutes
of basketball to the hall of fame.

NU could have won in regulation if
they had hit their free throws. The
Huskies were one for five in the final
four minutes, including three front ends
of one-and-ones.

Men's hoop team to host
riagara
idr
University tonight
by Mike Bourque
Staff Writer
University of Maine basketball
coach Rudy Keeling beheves his team
is playing the kind of defense he
wants them to.
But . Keeling also knows that
shutouts in basketball are rarer than
an inexpensive text book at the
UMaine Bookstore and his Black
Bears have to score to win.
The Bears, now 4-9 overall and 2-2
in the ECAC North Atlantic Conference. are lookina for ways to im
prove their 63.8 points per game scoring average as they take on Niagara
University tonight at the Bangor
l Auditorium.
But at least things are looking up.
Center Coco Barry has averaged 12.7
points per game in the last five games
including 22 versus the University of
New Hampshire and 20 against Providence College. Barry has helped the
Bears to establish the inside game
they lacked earlier this season with
impressiwe shooting. He is 22 of 28
in his last five games for 79 percent
from the field.
Junior guard Dean Smith has been

a surprise in providing scoring. He is
averaging 10.8 points per game.
Freshman point guard!
.
4 41art-i Higgins has begun to emerge as an effective replacement for Matt Rossignol
at the point guard. Keeling said he
wants to be able to use Rossianol
more as a shooting guard but that
was impossible until Higgins or Todd
Hanson proved their ability at the
point.
UMaine has now entered its conference portion of the schedule.
In its NAC opener UMaine lost to
the Northeastern Huskies, 59-55.
Rossignol led the team with 23 points
in the losing effort.
The Black Bears got balanced scoring in a game that was televised
statewide. UMaine beat the Hawks
61-55 before 1200 fans at the
Auditorium.
Next UMaine met one of the
NAC's preseason favorites, Boston
University, in Boston. The Bears lost
It the Terriers bv 15. 33-63 despite
points each from Smith and Barry.
UMaine came back to even its
-record at 2-2 in the conference with
a 69.57 victory at New Hampshire.

THE AMAZING 5 MINUTE LAUNDRY
SiGN.1..IP SHEET-for. I.ALIA(DRY SERVICE from BANGOR DRY CLEAN! 6 LAUNDRY

ing?

This sign up sheet is for those students wishing to participate in the weekly pick-up and delivery of student laundry.
laundry will be picked-up each-week -fee the entire semester • -Those students who do not-withto signs,in adyancethay still.have their laundry done by simply
calling 942-6157. The'intWstuderit-Taiindry on iwill call basis is .50 cents-Pei lb with a
10 lb. minimum. (average_weeidy laundry for one student is 10-15 lbs.)
For thosoiesinnswildniWoparticipate in a prepaid weekly laundry service the fee will be 160.00
for the eltire meow lotasia _151lbs. Anything over this will be charged an extro,50 tents
per.-- lb. paid upon delivery
The benifits of this service leaves you your time of an hour to an hour and a half all while you
laundry is done for yourself. Figure what it will cost you for two washing machines. dryers. soap.
bleach, softners and the gas to travel back and forth.
Dr, cleaning services will also be available whether you with to sign up or not.(please keep
cleaning separate from lauridey.)
will be no creditstor'any unused portions, fifirViinparitiye that.your laorichy brat-the--

HOGAN

sar43--

RoAcr
Ii

,

(way wee.k.

7AM TO 9PM
7 DAYS A WEEK
Featuring:: —
-Zry.-Creaning
----Compietes
-Wash, Dry, Fold
-Shirt Service
-24 Washers
-17 Dryers
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Resident Assistant
Residential Life is looking for students of all majors. The job of the
goals of the
involves multiple roles and responsibilities. The job is directly related to the
residence hall systems which include:
1. To foster atitavironment favorable to intellectual
gro%1h.
2. To promote democratic groupigovernment.
3. To promote_ individual student development, both
personal and social. ,
4. To provide programs wit n r *dence halls that meet
recreational needs and
the cultural, educational,
interests of students.

• •

ft
5.. 'To- provide counseling and referral services.
•
g
respondevelopin
in
students
l
individua
6; -To-aid
sib-Hi-Ey-7 and accountability for their behavior.
7. To provide a physical facility that is conducive to 1
niteting the above goals.

•

•

position please attend'one of the
g you are interested in a Resident
. Assistant
Information&siions.

WHAT WILL POTENTIAL
EMPLOYERS BE LOOKING FOR
IN YOU?

•

•

Leadership, Relevant Experience, People Skills,
Effective Communication, Confidence_r _Good
----References.
Make it easierfor them to see...
R.A.s speak out about their R.A. Job
...become a Resident Assistant!'
•

I -I have found that during my job interviews my R.A. job
j has been the main topic of interest to potential employers
• I have a lot of other experience in my academic field, but
they still focus n my R.A. job the most!"
Lori Taylor
R.A. YOfit V i lage
1
1"The R.A. obira aluable life experience that teaches
tyou time management. responsibility, and how to effectively
iodate to others. As well as these practical skills. we
I have had the opportunity to make lots_ of new friends and to
personallY grow as individuals and as a team"
Jason Curry
Kim White
Kim Akeley
Hope Libby
Dale Frechctt
Kathy. Wikii_3.!!
Lewis
Mark
Present 6 Former
• \•
Penobscot R.A.s
_
—

ss.

-4--

a toed
becone'Lreshient militant because k
g
been very &ethic
had
I
ma&
tWOelop
'opportunity for swat
in my citry. The R.A iob gave me again the chance
II to be social here in America. I really enjoy my job assisting
students (especially- international students).- I am getting a
When I came
t lot of experience being a resident assistant
here as a foreign student. I did not know anything about
1
I go back
• America's ways. but now I have learned much. When
-141'eatt count/11,1 will have some administrative job experience for the future. Also. the R.A. class has
- r 11:,-ich will bi useful my leadership skills. confidence. time
- -helped me to develop
I
11 management and trty self identity skills."
Mian Nadeem Riaz
___RA__Estabrooke
-!When I think about my past year as an R.A. I do not focus
1Tai the negative attributes of my pob. I don't concentrate on
---11that'ioud party that occured every weekend, or that.obooxious
residnet who made me want to scream or eiiiii-Kirruitriting
I problem that wouldn't go away. I remember the respect I
I received from my residents, the thanks and appreciation after
putting on a program and the smile from the person down the
who felt I helped them- just a little."
Cheryl I.. Francis
•
I
•I
R.A. Hancock

R.A. INFORMATION
SESSIONS SCHEDULE
rem

4:00-6:00PN

rags*
N4ave.fy 24

6:30-8:30PM

7:nnPN

bathos
Esti Cdapes
tiltip &Alma
•
Rm.
Wert 4Npvt.
Wolk Loa,*
111
01114

-

•
•
I

resisks NMI
Imp
ilikaater

I

Sulks imp
**The sessions are for both on-campus and off-campus
students.
**Students MUST,attend an information session to

-- **Students need to attend the entire session from beginning to end. (approx. 2 hours)
**Students who attended an information session in
December. but did not hand in their application for the
accelerated process may use the same application for this
rocess.

•••
••_

